Lead Architect: Kengo Kuma & Associates
Partners in charge: Kengo Kuma, Yuki Ikeguchi, Teppei Fujiwara
Project Architect: Maurizio Mucciola
Project Manager: John Tavendale, Turner & Townsend
Delivery Architect: PiM.studio Architects
Executive Architect: James F Stephen Architects
Structural/Maritime and Civil Engineer: Arup
Mechanical, Electrical, Fire and Acoustic Engineer: Arup
Façade Engineering: Arup
Lighting: Arup
Landscape Architect: Optimised Environments (OPEN)
Quantity Surveyor: CBA
Wayfinding and Signage: Cartlidge Levene
Principal Designer: Kengo Kuma & Associates / PiM.studio Architects
Principal Designer Advisor: C-MIST
DDA Consultants: C-MIST - James F Stephen Architects
Water Feature Specialist: Fountains Direct
Café, restaurant and retail design: Lumsden Design
Scottish Design Galleries design: ZMMA
Scottish Design Galleries lighting: Arup
Scottish Design Galleries graphics: Why Not Associates
Scottish Design Galleries interactive design: ISO
Scottish Design Galleries build: Elmwood Projects
Scottish Design Galleries AV hardware: Sysco

Ocean Liners: Speed and Style design: Casson Mann
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style lighting: ZNA
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style graphics: Why Not Associates
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style build: setWorks
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style graphics production: OMNI
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style AV hardware: Sysco
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style AV software: Lightmap
Ocean Liners: Speed and Style project management: Flemming Associates

Scottish Design Relay design: Design Kollectiv
Scottish Design Relay graphic design: Kirsten Ambrogi
Scottish Design Relay build: kennedytwaddle

Inches Carr Trust Resource Centre design: PiM.studio Architects
Gallery foyer pop-up retail design: PiM.studio Architects